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 MONTHLY MEETING:    PLEASE NOTE DATE AND TIME CHANGE 

 DATE:  FRIDAY DECEMBER 9, 2016     TIME:  6:30 PM 

WHERE: TB COSTAIN/S.C. JOHNSON COMMUNITY CENTER, 16 

MORRELL ST. BRANTFORD, ONT.  

PROGRAM: OUR ANNUAL CHRISTMAS POTLUCK DINNER, 

MEMBERS SALE AND SILENT AUCTION 

N.B. Remember to bring plates and cutlery and of course your favour-

ite dish, a salad, meat plate, KFC, dessert or condiments, buns etc. (Coffee tea and 

cold drinks provided.) 

Also tables will be available for our member’s gift sale and silent auction.  

Bring your crafts, jewellery, minerals, beads for those looking for Christ-

mas gifts.  

Silent auction items are always welcome at any meetings. 

A GEMSTONE CHRISTMAS 

M is for malachite, green and bright. 
E is for emerald, its beauty we herald. 
R is for ruby, red as can be. 
R is for rhodochrosite, the pink is just right. 
Y is for yag, hope Santa has one in his bag. 
C is for citrine, rare, but our hearts it will win. 
H is for hauynite, the colour is blue and white and golden flecks of pyrite. 
R is for rhodonite, its black lacy dendrite are a pretty sight. 
I is for imperial jade, a reputation it has made. 
S is for sapphire, the cornflower blue we desire. 
T is for tourmaline, its varied colours are the richest 
M is for moonstone, if polished right its cats-eye will be shown. 
A is for agate, no two are alike; do not look for a mate. 

S is for sphalerite, like the Star of Bethlehem, it’s yellow and bright. 

Original Author Unknown, Oct.-Dec. 2016 S.C.R.I.B.E. Newsletter Rockbound News 12/87 - 
SMS Matrix 12/88 MMS Tumbler 12/89 

Page 1 Top Photo: Don Oliver with map of meteorite hits in eastern Ontario. Middle left: Gibeon and Canyon Diablo 

Meteorites;    Middle right: guest speaker Heidi Daxberger.   Bottom left: Bob O’Donnell’s (The Fossil Guy) display 

during lecture at the London Gem and Mineral Show on Nov.19   Right: Walter Marchl and London club members at 

club info booth at the London show. 
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2017 GEM AND MINERAL SHOWS AND EVENTS 

March 4- 5, 2017 The Kawartha Rock and Fossil Club’s 24th Gem and Mineral Show           
Time: 10 am to 5 pm each day Location: Evinrude Centre, 911 Monaghan Road, Peterborough 
Ont. Admission is $4.00, Children under 12 free. A large display area is featured with mineral 
and fossil displays from members of the Kawartha Club and prominent Ontario collectors. 

Also a large display of mining memorabilia and the Kawartha Club’s Annual Best Collected Specimen 
Competition. Each day there will be silent auctions and the Club’s Annual Live Auction Sale is Saturday at 
2:00 pm For more information contact: Robert Beckett 705-740-4530 rhbeckett@bell.net 

     

Saturday April 1and Sunday April 2- Brantford Lapidary and Mineral Society’s 45th Annual Show             
Time: 10 am to 5pm At the Paris Fairgrounds 139 Silver St. Paris Ont. Featuring Calcite as the theme. Ad-
mission: Adults - $5, children under 12 free; Gem, mineral, fossil lapidary equipment dealers, beads, fine 
jewellery, demonstrations and exhibits. Silent Auction; Kids activities; Free parking, Hot lunch available. 

Contact Robert Parry 519-448-1236 or www.robert@roberthallorginals.com 

OTHER EVENTS 

Warehouse Sale:  The Gneiss Guy Minerals and Fossils:  December 3 & 4 2016 (10-5)  Loca-

tion: 820 Gartshore St. Unit #19 Fergus, Ont. Contact 519-400-6133 or www.gneissguy.ca 

CLUB INFO 

TREASURER: Faye Meadows is accepting 2017 new memberships and renewals. Please note 

that memberships received after Sept. 1, 2016 give members full coverage until Dec. 31, 2017.   

DECEMBER MEETING:  Our potluck Christmas Dinner, members sale and silent auction. 

 

WORKSHOP:  Our workshop is open Wednesdays from 1:00 to 4:00 pm  and Sundays from 12-2pm.  

Bob Whiting has noted that our workshop is being well attended. Many thanks to Ernie Edmonds for 

opening the workshop for members twice a week. New polishing discs will be installed on the Genie 

equipment.  Five new grinding wheels have also been ordered. 

FIELDTRIPS: ARKONA - The Niagara Peninsula club has a trip planned for Sat. April 29, 2017 see 

website http://www.ccfms.ca/clubs/NPGS/trips.htm for info and online signup 

forms. 

LIBRARY: Darren Gage requests that borrowed books be returned to our library.  

DONATIONS: The club received a second donation from Ralph Berwick’s daughter Ellen Guenther of micro 

mount samples, slabs, mineral and club documents. Bob Whiting has sorted slabs for the 

workshop and the balance will be used for silent auctions and monthly draws. Many 

thanks to Ellen on behalf of the club. For members who did not know Ralph, he served as 

president in 1981-82 and 1991 and was a very active member in our Woodman workshop 

and many other club functions and duties. 

CCFMS: Check Website for show updates. http://www.ccfms.ca  

 FACEBOOK: Andrea Larromana is adding Facebook to our website and link on our newslet-

ter https://www.facebook.com/groups/916113761832155/ 

Email Address: brantfordlapclub@live,ca 
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From the Believe it or not department...How Did They Do It  

Modern science is wonderful...It has developed more in the last 30 years than was ever known before. We consider the 

early 1900’s to be in the dark ages. 

Ancient jewellery has been found in the middle east and in the high country of Peru made of smelted 

platinum. Platinum requires a heat of 3275°F to melt. How did they do that over 2000 years ago? 

The Chinese made aluminum ornaments over 2000 years ago. To produce aluminum from ore is a 

sophisticated electrochemical process. How did they do it? American aboriginals tempered copper. 

This process was not developed until 1900’s. How did they do it?                                

  In the high country of Peru, there is a quarried and 

dressed rock that was moved 1/2 mile from the quarry site. It is estimated 

to weigh 20,000tons. Even today, we have no equipment to move a rock 

that size. How did they do it.                 

 A cube of metal, carefully machined, notched and 

rounded on one side, was found in the center of a block of 

coal in Austria in 1885. It is still in a museum in Salis-

bury, and no one can explain it. Basing their conclusion on the age of the coal bed, various experts esti-

mate it to be 300,000 years old. 

Workman found a piece of gold thread embedded in eight feet of rock at a quarry in Rutherford Mills, England. The 

London Times reported this discovery in June 1884, and the experts say it has to be 60 million years old. Who could 

have dropped a gold thread in England 60 million years ago? 

Perhaps these items were the handiwork of the same people who made strange pieces of very an-

cient pottery which have been found in rock quarries and coal mines around the world, along with 

steel nails, perfect glass lenses and even (believe it or not) the bones of prehistoric animals with 

bullets in them. Giant chains have been found embedded in great rocks in both North and South 

America: not merely imbedded but actually passing through the rock!    

 Another enigma is the “Plain of Jars” in Laos. It came by its name because it is literally 

strewn with huge stone jars-some over six feet high. Some are so huge that they can hold six men. 

There are over a thousand of these peculiar artifacts scattered over a high plateau surrounded by 

mountains. They are carved of limestone and granite, but no one knows who carved them. (via 

Tips and Chip 11/97)                   

Making a Snow Tree:  A few strands of copper wire are formed into a tree shape and 

placed in a glass jar. Dissolve 2 grams of silver nitrate in 4 liters of distilled water. A 

reaction will begin immediately and will be complete in a few hours. Silver crystals will 

form on the copper. Copper is oxidized in a solution of silver nitrate and at the some 

time silver ions are reduced to metallic silver. Which forms a soft white lustrous metal 

that attaches to the copper area gives the appearance of snow. (via The Conglomerate 

Dec.2014, via Memphis Arch. Soc. Gemnews) 

Newsletter From 1978: Dec. 8 1978, 8 pm Woodman Drive C.C. “This is our Christmas Party Program. 

We will have tables set up for your craft articles. Please bring your own table covering if you wish one. 

All crafts, specimens, books, etc. are welcome for your table. Barry is planning a craft program for jun-

iors. Gift exchange. Value $2-4 We hope to have a tree. The evening should be a festive & enjoyable 

one and the new facilities lend themselves greatly to having a good time. Come one come all to our      

Christmas Rock.”   
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K2 Granite," also known as "K2 Jasper"  An azurite granite found at 

the base of K2, the world's second-highest mountain. 

K2 granite: A piece of dry K2 Granite. A wet surface would increase the intensity of the 

blue azurite orbs. This piece is approximately 10 centimeters across, and the largest azu-

rite orbs are about 1 centimeter across. 

"K2 Granite," also known as "K2 Jasper" and "raindrop azurite," is an extremely 

interesting rock and lapidary material from the Skardu area of northern Pakistan. It 

is like an eye magnet for anyone who sees it for the first time. It is a bright 

white granite that contains sharply contrasting orbs of bright blue azurite. The azu-

rite orbs range from a few millimeters up to about two centimeters in diameter. On a broken surface or on the surface 

of a slab, the blue orbs look like drops of bright blue ink that splashed onto the rock. Upon closer examination, how-

ever, you will see that they are actually spherical in shape. Although K2 Jasper is the most commonly used name for 

marketing this material, it is definitely not jasper. If you examine the rock with a magnifying glass, you will see cleav-

age faces of feldspar minerals and black flakes of biotite. 

The white granite is very fine-grained and composed of quartz, sodium plagioclase, muscovite, and biotite. Some speci-

mens show strong alignment of the biotite grains and could be called "granite gneiss." Examination of the azurite 

spheres with a good hand lens or microscope reveals that the azurite is present along mineral grain boundaries, within 

tiny fractures, and as a "dye" penetrating the feldspar grains. The azurite is a secondary material that clearly formed 

after all of the other minerals in the granite had solidified from the parent melt. 

People Don't Believe It's Azurite 

Many people see this material at mineral shows or lapidary shows and immediately think that the round blue dots have 

been produced with a dye. When they ask about the identity of the blue material and learn that it is "azurite," they 

usually have a hard time believing it because white granite and azurite rarely occur together. For most people, this is 

the first time that they have seen the two materials in such close association. 

Some specimens also have small areas that are stained green with malachite. In the close-up photo of K2 granite, you 

can see dozens of small green malachite stains. If you still doubt the “azurite in granite” identification, you might enjoy 

visiting a forum at mindat.org. There you will find experienced mineralogists, people from Pakistan who obtain K2 at 

its source, and lapidarists who cut K2 cabochons, discussing the material and sharing observations, photomicrographs, 

chemical analyses, and x-ray diffraction data. 

Where Is K2 Found? 

 K2 granite is named after a mountain in the Karakoram Range near the border between Pakistan and China. K2, also 

known as "Mount Godwin Austen," is the second-highest mountain in the world. The azurite granite is found in collu-

vium near the base of the mountain. It is in a very remote area visited by very few people. 

Lapidary Properties 

K2 granite cuts, tumbles, and polishes beautifully. Due to its high feldspar content, it can be easily cut with a lapidary 

saw and shapes quickly on a diamond wheel. Although azurite has a Mohs hardness of 3.5 to 4, the blue dots have the 

same cutting and polishing properties as the surrounding white granite. This is because the azurite exists as a stain 

rather than as discrete mineral grains. K2 shapes and polishes well in a rock tumbler to produce tumbled stones. It also 

cuts attractive spheres. Cut beads are not seen in the marketplace. This is likely because if you cut ten pounds of K2 

into 1-centimeter beads, very few of them will display the blue azurite colour. 

K2 is relatively durable in jewelry. The feldspar minerals in K2 have a hardness of about 6 on the Mohs scale and will 

be scratched or show signs of wear over time if subjected to abrasion or impact. K2 is therefore not a good stone for 

mounting in a ring or bracelet. K2 attracts a lot of attention at gem and mineral shows. The rare combination of azurite 

in granite starts a lot of discussions, and even the occasional argument. Thus far, K2 is not extremely expensive. Great 

material can be purchased for about $30 to $40 per pound. This price is similar to what is paid for nice specimens of 

many popular agates and jaspers. The best material has numerous, randomly spaced azurite stains on a bright white 

granite background. Contributor: Hobart King geology.com 

http://geology.com/rocks/granite.shtml
http://www.mindat.org/forum.php?read,6,304299
http://geology.com/visitors/
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WHAT CITIES HAVE NAMES OF MINERALS? Can you think of any others? 

Apatity,  Murmansk Oblast, Russia: a town of 60,000 named after the mineral Apatite, which is mined in the region for 

its phosphorus content. 

Trona,  San Bernadino County, California, USA: an unincorporated community near Searles Lake, named for the car-

bonate evaporite mineral Trona; about 3,000 inhabitants. 

Silver City,  Grant County, New Mexico, USA: founded in 1870 because of silver deposits at Chloride Flat, this town is 

the county seat, and home to about 10,000 people. 

Port Calcite,  Michigan: a deep water port in northeast Michigan, it serves a limestone plant. 

Asbestos,  Québec: site of the Jeffrey Mine, at one time the world’s largest asbestos mine, it is the home to about 7,000 

people. 

Asbest,  Sverdlovsk Oblast, Russia: home to 70,000 people, this town was originally called Kudelka and renamed in 1933 

for its mineral industry. 

Galena,  Jo Daviess County, Illinois: Named for the famous lead mineral, which has been mined there for over 1000 

years, originally by Native Americans. It is famous as the home of Union general Ulysses S. Grant. Currently about 3500 

people live there. 

Bauxite,  Saline County, Arkansas: named for the aluminum ore, the town grew rapidly during World War II. Today it 

is home to about 500 people. 

WHY IS A DIAMOND SO HARD? The molecular structure of a diamond makes it 

hard, as diamonds are comprised of carbon atoms linked closely together in a lattice struc-

ture. The atoms are linked tightly via covalent bonds wherein two atoms share an electron. 

A tetrahedral unit is composed of five carbon atoms, with one carbon atom sharing elec-

trons with the other four. An extremely strong molecule is formed from the tetrahedral 

bonding of five carbon atoms.  Credit: Steven Taylor The Image Bank Getty Images 

 In its natural form, carbon is not very hard. It is easy to crush when enough force is applied. However, carbon 

structure changes considerably when carbons are subjected to high pressure and heat. It transforms from something 

soft into something extremely hard. Carbon atoms compress and form a highly concentrated crystallized structure 

that gives the diamond exceptional hardness and valuable properties.       

 The crystallized form of carbon created from extreme pressure and heat leads to the creation of diamonds. 

Diamonds are incredibly hard because they have crystallized in a particular atomic shape that resulted from heat and 

pressure on earth at a depth of 140 to 150 kilometers. It takes a long time to create a diamond, and they are often 

brought to the Earth’s surface through a volcanic eruption. On the Mohs Hardness Scale, diamonds rank at 10, which 

is the hardest in the scale. Reference.com 

USES OF CALCITE   

The primary use for calcite is in the construction industry. The products containing calcite, limestone and marble, are 

commonly used on building projects. These are commonly used to create cement or concrete. 

Calcite is also used in commercial acid neutralization. It has been spread on fields to reduce acid, used in rivers that 

have been turned acidic by mining or other reason. 

These acid neutralization properties have also led to it being used in antacid tablets. Calcium carbonate is mixed with 

sugar and flavoring to make chewable tablets to neutralize stomach acids. 

Calcium carbonate is also used to absorb harmful gasses during the use of fossil fuels. 

Limestone and marble are often used for monuments and statues. 

These can also be ground up and added to animal feed for animals that require a calcium rich diet. 

In powdered form it is often used as a whitening agent. This is commonly used in paint. 

It is also used in many cleaning agents because it is hard enough to remove stains and dirt, but not hard enough to 

damage the cleaning surface. 

Ground limestone is also used in coal mines to reduce the coal dust in the air. It is sprayed onto the 

walls and roof of the mine. It also has the added benefit of reflecting light in the dark environment. 
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MINERAL OF THE MONTH—OPAL   (SiO2 · nH2O) 

Composition: Hydrous silicon dioxide. The water can range from 3% to 21% of the total weight, but is usually between 

6% to 10%.  Streak: White     Hardness: 4.5-  6.5     Specific Gravity: 1.98 - 2.25     Cleavage: None 

Opal, being amorphous, is not truly a mineral but a mineraloid. One of the scientifically accepted 

standards defining a mineral is that a mineral must have a crystal structure, which opal lacks. De-

spite this, virtually all scientific references, including the acclaimed Dana's System of Mineralogy, 

categorize Opal together with the true minerals. 

 

Many theories attempted to explain the cause of the play of colour in Opal. In the 1960's, the rea-

son of the color play was discovered with the aid of the electron microscope, where it was deter-

mined that Opal is composed of tiny silica spheres that can be arranged in an orderly pattern. This diffracts the light 

entering the stone into the spectral colors. A light wave diffracted through the Opal causes a colour sheen or scintilla-

tion in the stone. The density and pattern of the aligned silica spheres are responsible for the different colors refracted 

in the Opal. Common Opal lacks this effect, since its spheres are disordered or too compact to permit the light from 

refracting. 

 

A condition called crazing affects certain Opals, causing them to form internal and external cracks. Crazing is a par-

ticularly interesting phenomenon, since it lacks consistency and is unpredictable. Although it can occur at random, it 

usually strikes when an Opal removed from damp conditions is allowed to dry too quickly, or when an opal is exposed 

to sudden intense light (or a combination of these factors). Crazing may also take place when an opal is subject to vi-

bration, as during the cutting and polishing of a specimen. The severity of the crazing and the time it takes to "craze" 

varies among specimens. The origin of the specimen is often a determining factor to its resistance to crazing. A very 

gradual drying process over months or even years can in some cases effectively stabilize the stone and allow it to be cut 

and polished with a substantially reduced risk of crazing. 

 

Uncut Opals are often stored in water; this reduces the chance of crazing. Once a specimen is taken out of the water its 

susceptibility increases. Opal stored in water should not be taken out of the water for more than several minutes at a 

time. Cutting or polishing Opals, especially Opals from localities notorious for crazing, is a risky process; it is a matter 

of chance if the Opals will craze or not. To further protect Opals from crazing, they should not be washed with chemi-

cals or detergents and should not be subject to sudden changes in temperature or lighting.  

LONDON GEM SHOW    Our visit to the London Agriplex: Kathy and I decided to visit the London Gem and 

Mineral Show on Saturday to avoid pending weather on Sunday. We entered the facility, and I went left to 

the gem show and she went right to the Samko toy sale. 

I spent a number of hours visiting with club members and friends and enjoying several new vendors. Our 

club was represented with Tim Coughlin and his display of perfection cut and polished cabochons. Nick G. 

was surrounded by many beautiful amethyst specimens in his booth. He informed me that he is leaving 

shortly for South America. (I hope your sinus problems disappear in the sunny south.) 

Bob O’Donnell had prearranged to meet me at the show to pre-

sent me with two fossil kits, in addition to kits from our club, 

which will given to the Paris library as lending kits . Many 

thanks to Bob for his time, the cases and fossil specimens. 

As most of you know our theme for our 2017 Show is calcite. I 

could not leave the show without another calcite purchase. I 

chose a Pugh Quarry, Ohio specimen from Sumar Minerals who 

also sells many fine Canadian minerals. Member Don Oliver in-

formed me that he had also found a calcite from Africa that he 

could not leave behind.  

My compliments to The Gneiss Guy and all London members for an excellent 2016 show. 
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Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3     Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca 

THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 
 (2016) EXECUTIVE:   

N.B. Our workshop is open on Wednesday afternoons from 1:00 to 4:00 pm and Sun. 12-2pm. 

The 2015 Lapidary Workshop Chairperson is Robert Whiting  905-627-1082 or 

email:whiting1082@gmail.com      

PRESIDENT: OPEN 

VICE PRESIDENT:  JOHN MOONS   519-752-9756   campbell.moons@silomail.com 

TREASURER: FAYE MEADOWS   519-725-4678  fayemeadows@rogers.com 

SECRETARY: JOAN CAMPBELL   519-752-9756  campbell.moons@silomail.com 

SHOW CHAIR 2017: BOB PARRY   519-448-1236   robert@roberthalloriginals.com 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR:  ROGER CAMPBELL 519-442-6542  roger.camp@sympatico.ca 

SOCIAL: ANDREA & DAVID LEARMONTH     andrea.lynn.learmonth@gmail.com 

PROGRAM:   BETTY PARRY   519-448-1236  betty@roberthalloriginals.com 

FIELD TRIPS: ANDREA LARROMANA  519-761-2135  andrea.larromana@yahoo.ca 

CCFMS REP.:  KATHY LAHAY   519-725-4678  kllahay@rogers.com 

LIBRARIAN:  DARREN GAGE   519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com 

WORKSHOP CHAIR PERSON : ROBERT WHITING 905-627-1082  whiting1082@gmail.com 

GENERAL MEETINGS FOR THE NEW YEAR 2017 

January -  Rene Perrin: Earth on the Move 

February -  Sirius Beaders: Jewellery 

March - Grant Hurlburt:  Introduction to the Geology & 

Fossils of the Niagara Escarpment 

April -  Alex Nelson : Pieces of Prehistory (Dinosaurs)   

May– Paul from Nharo 

During a heated discussion Opal screamed at Amber, telling her that not only 

was she not a jewel but she wasn't even a mineral. “Is that so,” Amber snorted, 

stating flatly that Opal had no cleavage. “Perhaps so,” replied Opal, “but at 

least I'm not just organic ooze with bugs - I'm pristine, white, and smooth.” 

“That's tuff,” said Amber, secreting with rage.  

http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/

